⑩

⑥
A cafeé restaurant which is like a
hideaway! The restaurant is decorated
with many books, pictures, and records,
which brings out its unique atmosphere.
Why don’t you spend a relaxing time
enjoying lunch or dessert with a great
view of Maebashi city?

⑪
A place where you can
easily visit by, when you
want to take a short break!
The popular menu is the
“Kochujan Yakisoba", and
please take a look at the
souvenirs also!

Limited quantity! Its
Soba is made at the
restaurant from the
buckwheat nuts to the
flour. Let’s enjoy
driving and eating soba.

⑫
You can enjoy its “Grilled Corn”, which
is limited only in summer. You can enjoy
the freshly baked corn which is sweet and
delicious! There is no doubt that this will
make one of your best summer memories!

⑧
⑨
After eating Soba at Sasaya,
you can enjoy the beautiful art!
This art will make your heart
touched, and each word on the
art will make your heart
pounder! Eating at Sasaya will
cost 200 yen, and the admission
fee for the museum is 300 yen!

This particular soba is made with
homemade flour! Its recommended menu
is the appetizing “Raijin”!! Soba,
Udon, Tempura! Everything here is
delicious! Why don’t you try it?

⑬

⑦
A cafeé was born with its greed and idea
of “health is based on food” in mind.
You can enjoy the delicious foods, which
doesn’t include any chemical seasonings.
You can also experience yoga
and aromatherapy!
Why don’t you go and try
the mysterious spell that will
cast you to try all the
foods that you dislike?

×

You should come!!

This is a project conducted by students from
Kyoai Gakuen University and Irori-ba to
cooperate on revitalizing Maebashi Akagi Area
as an entrance for a sustainable slow city.

⑲
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Popular spots
in Akagi
which only local
students know

⑭
A big windmill will welcome you! In a nice weather,
you can take a picture of the blue sky and its
windmill which will make your photo more photogenic!

⑰
There are cute goats! If you want
to be healed by goats, you should
definitely come here! 😊

⑳
Buy a soft ice cream and make a
memorable one by taking a picture with
a windmill on roadside station Green
Flower Ranch.

Instagram

Why don't you spend a relaxed and
nostalgic time in a calm place?
“Udon Set Meal” is the most popular
dish here! Its Udon is chewy, and
Tempura is crispy, which is delicious!

⑱
You can collect your own coffee
goods and enjoy your special
coffee at the same time! For
souvenir, “JUN Baumkuchen” is
recommended with its sweet
taste and moist texture.

㉑

After enjoying Akagi, you should take a break at Fujimi Onsen😊
Even though Gunma doesn’t have a sea, it has the highest salt
concentration of hot spring in Japan! Also, you can buy local
vegetables and sake on your way back home!

From children to adults, from
beginners to experts of outdoor
activities, everyone can visit here!
You can experience camp and enjoy
BBQ, bonfire and especially the
beautiful stars in the sky in Mt.
Akagi surrounded by nature!
Reservations are required for
visiting and free Wi-Fi is also
available!
※Application from Instagram.

⑮
The horse riding is safe, even if it is
your first time! You can experience
different scenery from your everyday!
Maybe you could solve your problems!

⑯
This is a vast park in a scenic area blessed with beautiful nature on the
south side of Akagi mountain.
There are many types of equipment placed in the park! You can also see the
flowers and wild birds from four seasons and play in the water in summer!

Akagi’s night view is
beautiful too!✨
We visited and selected by ourselves!

Take a picture with KITUTUKI-BASHI
bridge near Akagi shrine…

Closed in Jan. 2021 A
new store coming in
April

The swing overlooking
Onuma is like…♪

①

In a 130-year-old historic
house, you can enjoy the café
and guesthouse by making
yourself at home. Its nostalgic
feeling would want you to drop
by when you come around.

A beautiful shrine that stands at
has a long history and tradition,
Heian period. It is also especially
spot, where women’s wishes are
can also enjoy different scenery
such as beautiful autumn leaves!

the top of Mt. Akagi. It
which continues from the
known for the best power
said to come true✨ You
depending on the seasons

Mt.Mt. Akagi
area
Akagi area

○
○
○
○

③

○
○

②
New store coming soon!

We recommend the “Homemade
Bread Lunch Set”! It changes
every month so that you can
enjoy the local delicacy. Why
don’t you stop by to experience
the extraordinary antique and
stylish restaurant?

The entrance to Slow city!

“KOKO-SUKI” means

favorite spots in Japanese,
which is called “fav spot”
in short. This “fav spot”
was selected by us, visiting
Akagi a lot.

These sweets were made with fruits that
were carefully grown in the nature of
Akagi! (There are many sweets, such as
tarts and cream puffs! I can’t choose
what to eat!!)

The big torii welcomes you!!

Why are there
many mailboxes?!
⑤
④

The fluffy French Toast looks
cute! I highly recommend it!

They
serve
authentic
Italian foods! Recommended for
those who want to relax in the
nature of Akagi!

Enjoy exploring by
using E-bike

Take a picture like
this and make your
memorable youth!!

